
June 1, 2021 

To: IVGID Audit Committee 

cc: Indra Winquest and Paul Navazio 

From: Clifford F. Dobler 

Re: Golf Courses Irrigation, Greens, Tees and Bunkers ect. Expenses rather than capital assets 

IVGID management has established ongoing capital projects for various costs to maintain or improve the irrigation system and 

other costs for Greens, Tees and Bunkers at the Championship and Mountain Golf Courses. Over the past six years, an average 

of $103,366 per year has been spent and accounted for as capital assets as opposed to operating expenses. EXHIBIT A 

provides a summary for each course and type of cost. 

According to the 1/14/2021 report by Moss Adams LLP regarding best practices for capitalization, a key criteria to consider: 

"do the costs increase the service capacity". 

While it is unknown exactly what has been accomplished, I am aware of the following items at the Championship Golf Course. 

• Irrigation - Replacement of the irrigation apparatuses are always being repaired or replaced with new and better 

products, but do these replacements actually increase capacity? 

• Greens - I am unaware of any major changes to the Greens. 

• Tees - An additional set of tees on most holes were installed to provide shorter lengths and it is possible that service 

capacity could have been increased by more beginners playing golf. Expansion of the tee boxes on Hole #7 (upper 

level) and #17 have been completed. The costs to expand hole #17 was $25,531. Service capacity would not be 

increased but the expansion was probably done to provide a larger area as the many divots made the original tees 

boxes somewhat unattractive. 

• Bunkers- There are two parts. First part - Several bunkers were removed or made smaller to make the course easier 

to play. Second part - Some years past, sand was purchased from an Idaho supplier and installed in each bunker, 

however, the sand had pebbles. After several complaints by seasoned golfers, the sand was removed, sifted through 

grates and then reinstalled. The unanticipated result was the sand became a "hard pan" and not acceptable for proper 

bunker play. Over the past 3 to 4 years, and still ongoing, a higher grade of sand has been and continues to be 

installed. Prior to the installation, existing sand had to be removed and new drainage lines inside the bunkers were 

installed. The service capacity was not increased and the costs, if capitalized, were to correct a mishap in purchasing. 

Sand will always need to be installed as bunker play normally scatters sand outside the bunkers which is meshed into 

the fairways. 

• Last year, a small one foot high split log fence was installed around certain tees and greens. These costs may have 

been capitalized, but did not increase service capacity and the objective may have been an effort for beautification. 

Conclusion and Recommendation - These costs should be considered ongoing maintenance expenses similar to maintaining 

cart paths and parking lots. Beautification costs should be expensed as the results are similar to a marketing expense. 

Recommendation would be to expense these historical costs in fiscal year 2021, consistent with the look back time period 

determined for the "Prior Year Adjustments" of $514,254 made in fiscal year ending June 30, 2021 for previously capitalized 

costs for paving repairs and painting at the District various venues. 

EXHIBIT A - Summary of Costs capitalized for Irrigation, Greens Tees and Bunkers - Golf Courses 
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Incline Village General Improvement District 
Capitalized Maintenance Costs which should have been expensed 

Golf Courses 

Fiscal years - 2015 to 2020 

Six year time period 

Type of Maintenance 

Irrigation 

Greens, Tees and Bunkers 

Hole 17 rebuild 

Drainage enhancements 

Cart Path Retaining Walls 

Total $ 

Championship 
Total Annual 

Costs Average 

160,023 26,671 

212,352 35,392 

25,531 4,255 

7,982 1,330 

405,888 67,648 

EXHIBIT A 

Mountain 
Total Annual Total 

Costs Average Annual Avg 

48,953 8,159 34,829 

151,874 25,312 60,704 

4,255 

1,330 

13,481 2,247 2,247 

214,308 35,718 $ 103,366 
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